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We propose a conceptually simple, though technically complex, algorithmic method for 
designing relational database schemes. Given a specitication of attributes and functional 
dependencies, the method first produces an initial design called “canonical decomposition.” 
Each relation scheme is based on a class of equivalent left-hand sides of the functional depen- 
dencies whereby classes are considered as representing user-defined object schemes. Sub- 
sequently the method stepwise deletes abnormal nonprime attributes, finally achieving third- 
normal form while preserving the dependencies, the overall object structure of the initial 
design, and the new property of being “strongly normative.” This property formalizes the 
basic idea that the presence of an abnormal nonprime attribute in a relation scheme con- 
stitutes a “forbidden substructure” that can be eliminated because it is adequately represented 
elsewhere in the database scheme. 0 1987 Academx Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since Bernstein [ 1) presented his synthesis algorithm, a lot of similar algorithms 
or extensions of it are given by other authors [4,6, 7,2]. The aim of these 
algorithms is to replace a given universal relation scheme (U, F), specified by a set 
of attributes U and a set of functional dependencies, Fd’s, F by a decomposition D, 
i.e., a set of relation schemes ((Vi, F_ V,) ,..., (V,, F- V,)}, such that undesirable 
redundancy and update anomalies are reduced. Therefore the algorithms synthesize 
database schemes which are in third normal form, 3NF, or improved third normal 
form, 13NF, and dependency preserving. Additionally the authors considered the 
requirements of lossless join and of minimality with respect to the number of 
relation schemes, respectively, of occurrences of attributes. 
An analysis of the known algorithms, presented in Section 3, gives the impression 
that 3NF, respectively 13NF, is the most difficult goal. For in order to achieve the 
normal form, the algorithms have to manipulate the specified set of Fd’s several 
times in different stages. Thus, the algorithms tend to be conceptually rather 
complicated. 
On the other hand, Jou has demonstrated in his thesis [S] that many problems 
concerning Fd’s can be treated in an attribute oriented manner that simplifies the 
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basic concepts. In particular he showed how to compute the closure of a set of 
attributes X with respect to a set of Fd’s FP V,, where FP V, is inherited from the 
specified set of Fd’s F by considering the effect of F on attributes of V,C lJ only, 
without knowing F_ Vi explicitly. 
Our method, as outlined in Section 4 and precisely defined and verified in Sec- 
tion 6, is directed to avoid the conceptual deficiencies of the known algorithms by 
suitably adapting Jou’s approach. Essentially the method consists of two steps. In 
the first step it produces an initial design, called “canonical decomposition,” by tak- 
ing the left-hand sides of the specified Fd’s of F as user-defined object schemes, 
merging them if they are equivalent, and adding all dependent attributes, in par- 
ticular the corresponding right-hand sides. The initial design enjoys three important 
basic properties. It is “object-faithful,” i.e., there exists a one-to-one correspondence 
between the equivalence classes of F and the relation schemes such that every 
equivalence class and its corresponding relation scheme are equivalent with respect 
to the specified Fd’s. It is “Fd-faithful” (or dependency preserving), i.e., it represents 
the specified Fd’s. 
It is “strongly normative.” Roughly speaking this means that any Fd of F or 
implied by F, that is valid in a relation scheme V and the left-hand side of which is 
not a key of V, is adequately represented elsewhere in the database scheme. It turns 
out that this is a powerful property with respect to the goal of achieving 3NF: Fd’s 
on nonkeys are exactly the substructures that are forbidden in 3NF and, by the 
above definition, can be eliminated without loss of semantic information; further- 
more the presence of such forbidden substructures can be detected with the aid of 
this property. The basic theory of “strongly normative” schemes and their 
relationship to 3NF will be investigated in Section 5. 
The second step of our method invariantly preserves the three basic properties, 
“object-faithful,” “Fd-faithful,” and “strongly normative,” while it stepwise 
eliminates the forbidden substructures by deleting so-called abnormal nonprime 
attributes. 
Hence our method is conceptually simple: it produces an initial design that is 
directly based on the semantic information supplied by the specified Fd’s; this 
decomposition is then stepwise ameliorated by local transformations that preserve 
its basic properties. As stated in Section 7 the method can be extended to handle 
the additional requirements of lossless join and of some kind of minimality. Finally 
the Appendix summarizes those results of [S] that we use throughout the paper. 
2. NOTATIONS, BASIC DEFINITIONS, AND PROPERTIES 
Let U be a finite set of attributes subsets of which are denoted by V, W, X,... . A 
functional dependency, Fd, over U is a statement of the form f: X -+ Y with X, Y 
nonempty subsets of U. L(f) := X, respectively R(f) := Y, are the left hand, respec- 
tively right hand, side of$ 
For VC U and F a set of Fd’s such that UfcF L(f) u R(f) c V, (V, F) is a 
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relation scheme. A (relational) database scheme D is a finite set of relation schemes. 
Occasionally, we shall refer to relation schemes, respectively, database schemes, 
without explicitly mentioning the Fd’s, and we shall omit set brackets as usual in 
the field of databases. In particular, for an attribute A, a relation scheme V, and a 
database scheme D we use the following abbreviations: Vu A, V\A, D u V, D\ V 
instead of Vu (A}, V\(A), Du {P’>, D\(V), respectively. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For F a set of Fd’s over U and XC U, the closure of X (with 
respect to F), cl,(X), is the smallest set such that 
(a) Xccl,(X), and 
(b) if YcclJX) andf: Y-+ZoFthen ZcclJX). 
We often use the following characterization of clF(X), given by [S, p. 151: 
Remark 2.2. cldX) = Xu R(f,) u R(f2) u ... u R(&) for a suitable sequence 
(fl,..., jjj) of Fd’s of F such that for all i: L(A) c Xu R(f,) u ... u R(fi-,). Then 
(f, ,..., fk) is called an X-derivation in F. 
Some other properties of the closure are summarized in Appendix Al. Further- 
more we need the rather technical 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For F and G sets of Fd’s over U and XC U, if (fi,..., fk) is an 
X-derivation in F such that R(fi) c cl,(L(f,)) for i = l,..., k, then cldX) c cl,(X). 
Proof By induction on i, we show X u R( fi ) u . . . u R(J) c clG(X). 
i = 0: trivial, since Xc cl,(X). 
i + 1: Since fi + I occurs in the X-derivation, and by induction hypothesis 
Then by the assumption and applying Al(d), (a), we conclude 
R(h+ 1) c Cl,(Qfi)) c Cl~(x). 
Hence Xv R(f,) u ..* u R(fi+ 1) c&4X). I 
DEFINITION 2.4. For F a set of Fd’s over U and X, Y c U, X is (F-)equiuulent to 
Y iff clF(X) = clA Y). 
DEFINITION 2.5. For F a set of Fd’s over U and f, g E F, f is equivalent to g iff 
L(f) is equivalent to L(g). 
This is an equivalence relation on F. The corresponding partition is denoted by 
[F], and the equivalence class off E F is denoted by [f] E [1;7. 
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DEFINITION 2.6. For F and G sets of Fd’s over U and VC U, 
(a) F is dominated by G iff cl,(X)ccl,(X) for all XC U; 
(b) F is equivalent to G iff F is dominated by G and vice versa; 
(c) F is dominated by G over V iff clJ-(x) n V c cl,(X) n V for all XC V; 
(d) F is equivalent to G over V iff F is dominated by G over V and vice versa. 
Appendix A2 states the basic properties of dominance. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let (U, F) be a relation scheme. A relation scheme (V, G) is a 
relation subscheme of (U, F) iff VC U and G is equivalent to F over V. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let (U, F) be a relation scheme. A database scheme 
D={(v,,F-V,),...,(V,,F-V,)) is a decomposition of (U, F) iff (Vi, F_ Vi) is a 
relation subscheme of (U, F) for i = l,..., n and V, u ‘. . u V,, = U. Then we define 
F-D:=F_V,v ... vFp V,. 
For each relation subscheme (Vi, F- Vi) of a decomposition D the size of the set 
of Fd’s F- Vi may be exponential in the size of F. Thus, the size of F-D may be 
exponential in the size of F. Nevertheless, it is possible to compute the closure of X 
with respect to F-D in polynomial time without explicitly producing F-D. This 
result and other properties of subschemes and decompositions are stated in Appen- 
dices A3 to A6’. 
Furthermore, the reader should note that for a given relation scheme (U, F) and 
some Vie U there is no unique set of Fd’s forming a relation subscheme with V,. 
Nevertheless, throughout the paper, in order to indicate the relationship between 
the Fd’s of F specified over U and the Fd’s projected on Vi we shall use the 
notation F_ Vi for any relation subscheme with attribute set Vi. 
DEFINITION 2.9. For a decomposition D of relation scheme (U, F), D is Fd- 
faithful (with respect to (U, F)) iff F_ D is equivalent to F. 
DEFINITION 2.10. Let (V, F) be a relation scheme: 
(a) Zc V is a nonkey of (V, F) iff clJZ) s V; Zc V is a key of (V, F) iff 
cl,(Z) = V and for all Z’ $ Z, Z’ is a nonkey of (V, F); Z c V is a superkey of 
(V, F) iff Z contains a key of (V, F). 
(b) A E V is a prime attribute of (V, F) iff A belongs to any key of V; 
otherwise it is a nonprime attribute. 
(c) A E V is abnorma2 in (V, F) iff there is a nonkey Z of (V, F) that 
A E cldZ)\Z. 
(d) (V, F) is in third normal form, 3NF, iff it has no abnormal nonprime 
attributes. 
Appendices A7-A9 summarize some facts about Definitions 2.9 and 2.10. 
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3. KNOWN SYNTHESIS ALGORITHMS 
In this Section we will discuss a group of “Fd-based” synthesis algorithms 
[ 1,7,6] and an “attribute-based” approach to database scheme design. 
3.1. Fd-based Synthesis Algorithms 
Bernstein’s algorithm [l] is based on manipulating the specified set of Fd’s F in 
several stages. In order to be more specific we need some further notations: 
f~ F is redundant (in F) iff 
F is minimal iff 
F is minimum iff 
f E F is left-minimal (in F) iff 
f E F is right-minimal (in F) iff 
FLf is equivalent to F, 
F does not contain any 
redundant Fd; 
for each G that is equivalent 
to F we have IFI < IGI; 
F is not equivalent to 
(W-J u (Uf)\A + R(f)) 
for all A E t(f ); 
F is not equivalent to 
WJ')u bW-+Nf)\A} 
for all A E R(f). 
Now, Bernstein’s method first reduces F to a set H that is equivalent to F and left- 
minimal, right-minimal, and minimal. Then for each class [h] of H a relation 
scheme is “synthesized” by taking U/, rh, L(f) u R(f) as attributes and the left- 
hand sides of Fd’s in [h] as “synthesized keys.” Unfortunately, a third step is 
required in order to remove implied nontrivial Fd’s on nonkeys, i.e., abnormal non- 
prime attributes, that may occur inside of a nontrivial class. The final output is 
always in 3NF and Fd-faithful. Later on, it was shown [2] that the property of 
lossless join can be additionally achieved by adding an arbitrary key of U to the 
synthesized decomposition. 
Maier [7] modifies this method with respect to two points. First, instead of using 
H directly, he further manipulates the Fd’s in order to get a minimum set H 
equivalent to F. Second, he simplifies the steps of partitioning H’ and of removing 
abnormal nonprime attributes by introducing a new representation of equivalence 
classes: the class [f ] = { fi,..., fn> is represented by the compound Fd of the form 
w4f~L XL))--+ u;=, W-J S' mce H’ is minimum, the set (L(g) 1 g E H’} of syn- 
thesized keys and the number of occurrences of attributes in the relation schemes 
may be smaller than in Bernstein’s proposal. Again, the final output is always in 
3NF and Fd-faithful, and lossless join can be additionally achieved. 
The algorithm of Ling, Tompa, Kameda [6] starts the same way as Bernstein’s 
producing a relation scheme with synthesized keys for each class [h] of H. Then, 
however, the database scheme is modified in order to get a scheme with lossless 
join. Finally, the main step of removing “superfluous” attributes is performed: an 
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attribute will be deleted if its deletion preserves the lossless join property and if the 
new set of synthesized keys remains equivalent to F, 
The final output is in Improved 3NF, a stronger form of 3NF, and Fd-faithful and 
has lossless join. Since by removing a superfluous attribute the synthesized keys 
may be changed, the number of occurrences of attributes in the relation schemes 
may be smaller than in Maier’s approach. 
Finally we note that a relation scheme (Vi, Fi), produced by any of the Fd-based 
synthesis algorithms, is not necessarily a relation subscheme of the specified relation 
scheme (U, F) in the sense of Definition 2.7. For if (Vi, FP Vi) is a relation sub- 
scheme then F,, representing the synthesized keys, may be strictly dominated by 
FP Vi over Vi. Actually this feature stems from the Fd-based approach, since FP Vi 
may be exponential in the size of F and this seemingly unmanageable. 
3.2. An Attribute-based Algorithm 
Jou [S] could show how to compute the closure with respect to FP Vi in 
polynomial time without explicitly constructing F_ P’,, see Appendix A4a. Hence, 
he can consider relation subschemes of (U, F), and he pursues an attribute-based 
approach that uses the closure operator for testing whether an attribute in a sub- 
scheme can be deleted. 
Therefore he defines the property “normative” for a relation subscheme (V, F_ V) 
of a decomposition D. Essentially, this property means that the information sup- 
plied by an abnormal nonprime attribute A in V is adequately represented by the 
rest of D, i.e., by D\V. Finally, using a nice characterization of abnormal nonprime 
attributes he states a simple algorithm to replace a normative relation subscheme V 
in an Fd-faithful decomposition D by a subscheme v’ in 3NF. The algorithm 
stepwise considers every attribute A of P’, and it deletes A if A E cl,_(,, V,( V\A), i.e., 
A is possibly abnormal, and (D\ V) u (V\A) is still Fd-faithful. 
3.3. Disadvantages of the Known Synthesis Algorithms 
The Fd-based algorithms suffer from a common deficiency: nontrivial Fd’s on 
nonkeys must be removed several times in different stages. First, for producing syn- 
thesized keys and for achieving 3NF the specified set of Fd’s F must be reduced to 
an equivalent left-minimal, right-minimal, minimal set H in the course of which 
Fd’s on nonkeys are removed. Second, after synthesizing schemes according to the 
classes of [H] it is necessary to remove Fd’s on nonkeys once again. As a result, 
the algorithms appear to be conceptually rather complicated and their behavior is 
difficult to predict. 
On the other side, Jou’s algorithm is simple and clear. However, it cannot 
directly be extended in order to yield a decomposition such that every relation 
subscheme of the decomposition is in 3NF. For the replacement of one normative 
subscheme V by a subscheme v’ can destroy normativeness of another subscheme 
in the decomposition. 
Our method is directed to avoid the conceptual deficiencies of the Fd-based 
algorithms by suitably adopting Jou’s attribute-based approach. 
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4. OUTLINE OF THE DESIGN METHOD 
As announced in the Introduction our method produces a design which is in 
3NF, Fd-faithful, and object-faithful and strongly normative as described below. 
We consider a given Fd f: X-+ A as a specification of two kinds of semantic 
information. 
First, the X-values of a tuple uniquely determine its A-value. This information 
will be preserved by the notion of Fd-faithfulness. 
Second, the X-values of a tuple represent an object in the world. If for 
f: X--f A E F and g: Y + BE F the left-hand sides X and Y are equivalent then we 
assume that for any corresponding pair of X-values and Y-values the represented 
objects actually are identical although differently characterized. Thus we can con- 
sider every equivalence class [f] of [F] as one object scheme. We argue that this 
kind of information should also be preserved. 
More precisely, there should be a one-to-one correspondence between the object 
schemes determined F and the relation schemes of any desirable database scheme. 
Moreover an object and its corresponding relation scheme should be equivalent 
with respect to the set of Fd’s F. In order to capture this motivation we use the 
following notion. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let D be a decomposition of (U, F). D is called object-faithful 
(with respect to (U, F)) iff there exists a bijective function p: [F] + D such that if 
p( [f]) = V then I/ is equivalent to L(g) for all g E [If]. Then p is called the object 
correspondence of D. 
EXAMPLE. Let U = ABC, F={f,:A+B, f,:B+C, f3:C-+B}, and 
D = {AB, BC}. Then [F] = { { fl}, {fi, f3}}, and D is object-faithful with object 
correspondence p defined by p( { fi}) = AB and p( { fi, f,}) = BC. 
In order to explain the property of a database scheme D to be strongly normative 
we consider a relation scheme V of D that is not in 3NF. Then it contains an abnor- 
mal nonprime attribute A and a nonkey Y such that f: Y + A is a nontrivial Fd 
implied by F. We consider f as a “forbidden substructure” that should be eliminated 
without loss of semantic information, however. This is possible only if it is 
“adequately represented” in a “suitable” subscheme of D not containing V. 
It will turn out (see Lemma 5.2) that a subscheme of D is “suitable” if it is com- 
posed of those relation schemes W that are strictly weaker than I/ in the sense that 
they functionally determine only a strict subset of the closure of I’. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let D be a decomposition of (U, F) and I/ED. 
D/V:= { WJ WED, and cl,(W) s clF(V)} is called the subdecomposition of D with 
respect to V. Then F_ D/V := U wEDIy F- W denotes the set of all Fd’s represented 
in the subdecomposition. 
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Furthermore, we shall use the following kind of “adequate representation” cap- 
turing the idea that we should be able to simulate a nontrivial Y-derivation for a 
nonkey Y in a relation scheme V by a derivation in the “suitable” subscheme D/V. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let D be a decomposition of (U, F). For VE D, V is called 
strongly normative (with respect to (U, F)) iff cl Fm ,,( Y) c cl,_ & Y) for all nonkeys 
Yin V. 
D is called strongly normative iff every relation scheme V of D is strongly 
normative. 
EXAMPLE. Let U= ABCDEG, F= {ABC -+ EG, AE --) D, E + G}. Then 
D, I= (ABCEG, AED, EG) is strongly normative. However, 
D2 := (ABCEG, AED) is not strongly normative, because E is a nonkey in 
ABCEG and cl ~~asc~c(E) = EG but ~1,-.,,,,c,,W) = 4-,,,(E) = E. 
Next we motivate our choice for the initial design. Since it should be Fd-faithful 
and object-faithful there is a natural class of candidates, namely any decomposition 
D of (U, F) such that there is a correspondence between each [f] E [F] and a 
suitable V of D with 
u -ug)uNg)c Vccl,- 
REC/l (,y,, L4, 
where obviously the right set is equal to clJL(f)). 
Actually, our method will work for any such decomposition. However, we 
propose to take the maximal one because it offers the greatest variety of deleting 
attributes afterwards. 
DEFINITION 4.4. Let (17, F) be a relation scheme. For [f] E [F], define 
VcF, := cl#(f)) and let F,,, be any set of Fd’s such that (V,,,, F,,,) is a relation 
subscheme of (U, F). Then 
Cmfl~ F,,,) I U-l E [Fl) 
is the canonical decomposition of (U, F). 
Finally, our method is an instance of a rather general approach to database 
design [S]: we split the desired properties into “basic” and “additional” properties; 
in a first step we produce an initial design satisfying the basic property; in a second 
step we repeatedly transform the current design by eliminating “forbidden substruc- 
tures” until the additional property is satisfied too. More specifically, here we shall 
use as a basic property: 
T(D): o D is Fd-faithful, object-faithful, and 
strongly normative; 
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as an additional property: Q(D). *o D is in 3NF; as forbidden substructure: an 
attribute A in a relation scheme V of D such that 
0) A ~cL_~~~(V\A), and 
(ii) (D\ V) u ( V\A ) is (still) Fd-faithful and strongly normative. 
Then we get the following procedure DACD (delete attributes in canonical 
decomposition) annotated with comments // // and assertions { }: 
Procedure DACD (input (U, F): relation scheme; 
output D: database scheme); 
begin 
//step 1: produce an initial design based on the semantic information supplied 
by Fil 
D := canonical decomposition of (U, F); 
V(D)} 
//step 2: eliminate forbidden substructures// 
for each I/E D do 
for each AE V do {T(D)} 
if A and V constitute a forbidden substructure 
then D := (D\V) u (V\A) //delete A from V// {r(D)} 
end {f(D) A Q(D)}. 
Of course, we must still demonstrate how to detect forbidden substructures in a 
feasible manner, and that the procedure satisfies the assertion. Section 5 will 
provide the basic theory for this task. 
5. BASIC THEORY 
The first assertion is verified by 
LEMMA 5.1. The canonical decomposition D of relation scheme (U, F) is 
(a) Fd-faithful and object-faithful, 
(b) strongly normative. 
ProoJ (a) The assertions are immediate consequences of the definitions: D is 
Fd-faithful because every f E F is embodied in the relation scheme (V,,,, F,,,) of D 
constructed from its equivalence class; D is object-faithful with object correspon- 
dence ACf I) = I/,,,. 
(b) Let (V, F_ V) be and arbitrary relation scheme of D. Below we shall 
show that cl,(Y) c cl,-,,J Y) f or a nonkeys Y in V. Then, by Appendix A&, also 11 
cl,_ J Y) c cl,_& Y), in other words V is strongly normative. Now, let cl,(Y) = 
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Y u R(f,) u . . . u R(fk) for some Y-derivation (f, ,..., fk) in F. Then, for each g in 
(fi Y...Y A) 
hena Vcgl E D/V and R(g) = +,,(L( g)) = clFm,,, (L(g)). Applying Proposition 2.3 
(with G := F_ D/V) we get clF( Y) c cl,~,,,,( Y). [ 
Next we show that abnormal attributes satisfy property (i) of a forbidden 
substructure. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let (V, F- V) be a relation scheme of a strongly normative decom- 
position D of (U, F). If A E V is abnormal in (V, F- V) then A E clFdDIy( V\A). 
Proof Let A be abnormal, i.e., A E cl Fm ,,( Y)\ Y for some nonkey Yin V. Since D 
is strongly normative we have cl F_ J Y) c clFmDIv( Y). Hence, since Y c V\A we 
conclude A E cl,-,,,( V\A). 1 
For the purpose of referencing we state 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let D and D’ be object-faithful decompositions of (U, F) with 
object correspondences p and p’. Then, for V E D and V’ ED’ we have 
p-l(V)=p’-‘(V) iff V is F-equivalent to V’. 
Proof Immediate consequence of the definitions. 1 
Now we start to study the effect of deleting the attribute A of a forbidden 
substructure. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let (V, F- V) be a relation scheme of an 
position D of (U, F) with object correspondence p. If A E V 
then 
(a) D’ := (D\V) u (V\A) is a decomposition of (U, F), 
object-faithful decom- 
and AEC~ u,v( V\A 1 
and 
(b) D’ is object-faithful with object correspondence p’ de$ned by 
p’(p-‘( W)) := 
1 
;” 
if W=V 
if W# V. 
Proof: (a) We must verify that AE W for some WED’. Let cI~_~,J V\A) = 
(V\A)uNf,)u ... u R(fk) for some (V\A)-derivation in F-D/W. By the 
assumption, there exists an index i such that A E R(fi) c W, where W is the relation 
scheme in D/V c D’ such that fi E F- W. 
(b) Since p is an object correspondence and V\A is equivalent to V by the 
assumption, we only have to verify that p’ is bijective, i.e., ( V\A) 4 D\ V. Suppose 
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indirectly V\A = W for some W in O\V. Then Proposition 5.3 implies that 
p ~ ’ ( V) = p - ‘( W) and hence V = W, a contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 5.5. Let (V, F- V) be a relation scheme of an object-faithful decom- 
position D of (U, F) with object correspondence p. Zf A E V and AE clFWDly( V\A) 
then for D’ := (D\V) u (V\A) 
WV if W= V\A, 
(D/WV)u(V\A) if WED\V, VEDJW, 
DIW if WED\V, V$DJW. 
Proof D’ is an object-faithful decomposition with object correspondence 
according to Lemma 5.4. Then the lemma claims that 
ZEDJW iff p’(p-‘(Z))E D’/p’(p-‘( W)). 
This can be easily verified using Definition 4.2, Proposition 5.3 and Lemma 5.4. m 
The next theorem states that the Fd’s of a strongly normative decomposition can 
be represented by keys only. This result is highly interesting in its own right. In par- 
ticular, as in the Fd-based synthesis algorithms, we can take “synthesized keys” as 
Fd’s for the output database scheme produced by DACD. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let D be a strongly normative decomposition of (U, F). Define 
F* -D := F- D n {f 1 there exists VE D such that f E F_ V and L(f) is a key of V}. 
Then F- D is equivalent to Fc ~ D. 
Proof F* _ D is dominated by I;- D since F* _ D c F_ D. In order to prove that 
F_ D is dominated by p _ D we first observe that 
if K is a key of VE D then clF_,(K)cclF*JK). (5.6.1) 
For the Fd f: K -+ V\K is both in F_ V and E* _ D and thus cl,_,(K) = 
Ku (V\K) c cl,.-,(K). 
Next we define a partial ordering < on D by W< V iff clA W) $ clF(V). Clearly, 
there exists at least one <-minimal scheme V of D, and for such a scheme we have 
D/V= 0. Hence the following sets are nonempty: 
Mi := { W( WED and ID/W\ <i}, for iEN. (5.6.2) 
Below we shall show by induction on i that 
cl,- w( w = cl,*-, (W for all Xc U, for all WeMi. (5.6.3) 
Thus, since always DIVc D and therefore M,,, = D, F- W is dominated by E* _ D 
for all W of D. Then Appendix A2b implies that F-D is dominated by F _ D. 
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i= 0. Let WE M,,. For Xc U we have by Appendix A4a and A3a, 
cl,~,(X)=Xucl,~,(Xn W). 
If Xn W is a key of W then the assertion follows by (5.6.1), using Appendix Ale/a. 
Now suppose that Xn W is a nonkey. Since D is strongly normative and since 
F-D/W= 0 by (5.6.2), and thus cl,-.,,(Xn W) = Xn W, we have 
cl,_,(Xn W) =cl,_,,,(Xn W) = Xn WC cl,._,(Xn W). 
Using Appendix Ale/a the assertion follows. 
i+l. Let WEMi+l. Since for WE Mi the assertion trivially holds by induction 
hypothesis suppose W 4 Mi. Consider any V E D/W. Since V v Dj V c D/W we have 
VE Mi, and thus F- V is dominated by F* ~ D by induction hypothesis. Then 
Appendix A2b implies that F-D/W is dominated by F* _ D. As for the case i= 0, 
for Xc U we have 
cl,-,(X)= Xucl,-,(Xn W). 
Again, if Xc W is a key of W then the assertion follows by (5.6.1). Now suppose 
that X t W is a nonkey. Then, since D is strongly normative and since F- D/W is 
dominated by F* ~ D we have 
cl,_,(Xn W) c cl,_,,,(Xn W) c cl,.JXn W). 
Again, using Appendix Ale/a the assertion follows. 1 
Without proof (see [S, 4.61) we note that for an Fd-faithful decomposition D the 
inverse implication of Theorem 5.6 also holds, i.e., if F- D is equivalent to F* ~ D 
then D is strongly normative. 
The next three lemmas will demonstrate how we can feasibly decide property (ii) 
of a forbidden substructure. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let D be an object-faithful decomposition of (U, F) with object 
correspondence p. Zf R( f ) c cl,_ Vu Di y (L(f))for all VED, for allf Ep-‘(V) then D 
is Fd-faithful and strongly normative. 
Proof: By the assumption and by Appendix A2a we have 
R(f I= cl,-&(f 1) forall fE u p-‘(V)=F. 
VFD 
Then Appendix A9 implies that D is Fd-faithful. In order to prove that any relation 
scheme (I’, F- I’) of D is strongly normative it suffices to verify that 
CIA Y) c cl F_D,y( Y) for all nonkeys in V, as in the proof of Lemma 5.1 (b). 
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Let clF( Y) = Y u R(f,) u . * * u R(fk) for some X-derivation (fi ,..., fj) in F. Then, 
for each g in (f, ,..., fk), 
CMP( c gl)) = cL4u g)) = 44 Y) z$ 44 v, 
and hence W := p( [ g]) E D/W and W u D/W c D/V, thus the assumption implies 
Ng)ccl Fe wu .,ww g)) = CL&4 8)). 
Applying Proposition 2.3 (with G := F-D/V) we get cld Y) c clFmDIY( Y). m 
LEMMA 5.8. Let D be an object-faithful decomposition of (U, F) with object- 
correspondence p. Zf D is Fd-faithful and strongly normative then R(f) c 
clF~vvD,Y(L(f)) for all VED, for all fep-l(V). 
Proof Let I/E D and f E p - ‘(I’). Below we shall show 
c117(X) ccl F-V” D,V(W for all Xc cl,( V). (58.1) 
Then, by Al f and since L(f) c cl,;{ V), we obtain 
R(f) = cML(f )) = cl,- vu p,v(L(f )). 
In order to prove (58.1) consider 
c&(-(x) = Xv R(f,) u ... u R(fk) (5.8.2) 
for some X-derivation (f, ,..., fk) that can be chosen to be in F* _ D, since by the 
assumptions F is equivalent to F_ D which is equivalent to F* _ D by Theorem 5.6. 
By Remark 2.2 and Appendix Al we also have 
clAL(f,)) c ClAX) c ClJ V) for all i. (5.8.3) 
Since fi E F* ~ D there exists a relation scheme Vi of D such that fi E F- Vi and L( fi) 
is a key of Fi and thus 
cljJ Vi) = clAL(f,)). (5.8.4) 
Combining (5.8.3) and (5.8.4) we get clJ Vi) c clA V), and hence either Vi E D/V 
or Vi is equivalent to V. In the latter case, Y, = V by Proposition 5.3. Thus, for all i 
we have Vie Vu D/V and F- I’,c F- Vu D/V. Then, since R(fJ c clF_,.(L(L)) 
and by (5.8.2), Proposition 2.3 implies (5.8.1). m 
LEMMA 5.9. Let D be an object-faithful decomposition of (U, F) with object 
correspondence p. Then one can decide in time O(k2m2n3) whether D is Fd-faithful 
and strongly normative where k = 1 [F] 1, m = 1 UI, and n = I FI. 
Proof By Lemma 5.7 and 5.8 we must decide whether R(f) c cl,-,, p,,,(L(f )) 
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for all VE D, for all fop-‘( I’). In order to determine D/V we must compute 
clA IV) for all WED consuming time k. O(mn). By Appendix A6’b, 
cl F_YUD,Y(L(f)) can be computed in time 0( ( Vu D/VI W&Z’). Since there are at 
most kn pairs VE D, f E p- i(V), we need a total of time O(k2m2n’). 1 
In order to achieve 3NF we must detect all abnormal nonprime attributes. 
Instead of doing this directly we are looking for “forbidden substructures.” This is 
justified by Lemma 5.2 together with Theorem 5.11 below which states that any 
abnormal nonprime attribute participates in a forbidden substructure. As 
preparation for Theorem 5.11 we need 
LEMMA 5.10. Let (V, F- V) be a relation scheme of an Fd-faithful, object-faithful 
and strongly normative decomposition of (U, F). If A E V is abnormal nonprime in 
(V, F- V) then for D’ := (D\V) u (V\A), F- Vu D/V is equivalent to 
Fp ( V\A) u D’/( V\A). 
Proof: “ 3 .” Since A is abnormal in V, A E ~l,~_,,,~( V\A) by Lemma 5.2 and 
thus by Lemma 5.5, D’/( V\A) = D/V. Furthermore Fm V\A is dominated by Fm V. 
Hence, by Appendix A2a/b, F_ ( V\A) u D’/( V\A) is dominated by F- Vu D/V. 
“ c .” Since D/V = D’/( V\A) we get 
F- D/V is dominated by F- (V\A) u D’/( V\A). (5.10.1) 
Below we shall show that 
cl&--n V) c cl F-,Y\A)“D’,(Y\&-n VI for all XC U. (5.10.2) 
Then A4a/c and (510.2) imply 
cl._.W)=~ucl,_.Wn V)cXucl,~,.,,,“,,,,.,,,(Xn v 
CClf~(.\A)“O,,(V\A)(X) for all XC U. (5.10.3) 
Hence, by Appendix A2b, (5.10.1), and (5.10.3), F_ Vu D/V is dominated by 
Fp (V\A) u D’/( V\A). 
In order to verify (5.10.2) we can apply Theorem 5.6, because D is strongly 
normative. Thus by Remark 2.2, for all XC U we have 
cl,(Xn V) = cl,*_, (Xn V)=(Xn V)uR(f,)u ... uR(fk) (5.10.4) 
for some X-derivation in F* _ D. Since f.~ Fr _ D there exists a relation scheme 
Vi E D such that L(fi) u R(fi) c Vi and L(fj) is a key of Vi. 
Below we shall show that 
R(f,)ccl,~(.,,,“,.,(.,,,(L(f;)) for all i. (5.10.5) 
From (5.10.4) and (5.10.5) we conclude (5.10.2) by Proposition 2.3. In order to 
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prove (5.105) we can proceed as in the proof of Lemma 5.8 showing that for i 
either Vi E D/V or Vi = V. 
In the first case, using Lemma 5.5, we get 
Vi~D/V=D’/(V\A)c(V\A)uD’/(V\A) 
and thus 
R(h)=cl,~,(Ufi)) ccl,~,,,,,,,,,(,,,,(L(~fi)). 
In the second case, we know that L(fi) c V\A because A is nonprime and L(fi) is a 
key. By Appendix A3a it follows that 
V\A = &-V\.4wm (5.10.6) 
and also 
Then we have 
A ECLyV(V\A) since A is abnormal, by Lemma 5.2 
= CL~,(.\A)( V\A) by Lemma 5.5 
=C~F-D’,(Y\A)(C~F-V\A(L(fi)) by (510.6) 
= Cl~-(Y?A)“D’,(Y\A)(L(fi)). (510.8) 
Combining (5.10.7) and (5.108) we get (5.10.5). 1 
THEOREM 5.11. Let (V, F_ V) be a relation scheme of an Fd-faithful, object- 
faithful, and strongly normative decomposition of (U, F). If A E V is abnormal non- 
prime in (V, F_ V) then D’ := (D\V) u (V\A) is still an Fd-faithful, object-faithful, 
and strongly normative decomposition of (U, F). 
Proof. Since A is abnormal, D’ is an object-faithful decomposition with object 
correspondence p’ by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4. Therefore, by Lemma 5.7, in order to 
prove that D’ is Fd-faithful and strongly normative we must verify that for an FD f 
in the equivalence class corresponding to a relation scheme IV’ of the modified 
database scheme D’ the right-hand side R(f) off can be obtained by computing the 
closure of the left-hand side L(f) off, where only the Fd’s determined by I+” and 
by the subdecomposition D’/W’ are used, i.e., we must verify that 
R(f)=cl,_~,.,,,(L(f)) forall W’~D’,forallf~p’-‘(W’). (5.11.1) 
Applying Lemma 5.8 to the assumption of the theorem we already know the 
corresponding property for D, i.e., 
R(f)=cbv,,wW(fH forall WED,forallSEp-‘(IV). (5.11.2) 
571/35/l-2 
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Since the modified database scheme D’ differs from the original database scheme 
D only in the deletion of the attribute A in the distinguished relation scheme V we 
can treat two separate cases. First we consider the modified relation scheme I’ and 
then we study the other unchanged relation schemes. 
Case 1. W= I’. This case was prepared by the previous lemma: by Lemma 5.4, 
P-‘(V)=p’+‘(V\A), and (511.2) and Lemma510 imply (511.1) for II”:= V\A. 
Case 2. W # V. Then WE D’ and by Lemma 5.4, p - ‘( W) = p’ ‘( W). Again we 
consider two subcases depending on whether the modified relation scheme V is 
involved in the subdecomposition D/W. 
Case 2.1. The modified scheme V is not involved in the subdecomposition, 
i.e., V$ D/ W. Then, for IV’ := W (5.11.1) is identical to (5.11.2) because of 
Lemma 5.5. 
Case 2.2. The modified scheme I/ is involved in the subdecomposition, i.e., 
V E D/W. Then DjV c Dl W. Below we shall show that 
F_ WvD/W is equivalent to F_ W v D’/ W. (5.11.3) 
Hence using the Fd’s determined by W and by the modified subdecomposition 
D’/ W instead of the original subdecomposition D/W does not affect the closure of 
L(j). Formally (5.11.2) and (5.11.3) imply (5.11.1) for IV := W. 
Since Vu D/Vc D/W we get F- WvDlW is equivalent to 
((F- WV D/W)\(F- Vu D/V)) u (F- Vu D/V). Then F- Wu D/W is equivalent 
to ((F- Wu D/W)\(F- Vu D/V)) u (F..( V\A) u D’/( V\A)) by Lemma 5.10 and 
Appendix A2a/b. 
Since A is abnormal in V, D’/( V\A ) = D/V. Therefore F_ W u D/W is equivalent 
to ((I;- WuD/W)‘\F- V)uF-(V\A). Hence F- WuDIW is equivalent to 
F- Wu D’/W, by Lemma 5.5. 1 
In order to prove that DACD catches all abnormal nonprime attributes indepen- 
dently of the sequence of relation schemes and attributes chosen for the repetition 
in DACD we still need 
LEMMA 5.12. Let D’ and D’ be object-faithful decompositions of (U, F) with 
object correspondences pi and p’ such that 
P’(Cfl)c d(Cfl) for all [f ] E [F]. 
Thenforafl [f]E[F], ifwedefine V’:=p’([f])and V’:=p’([f]): 
(a) FpDe/Ve is dominated by F- D’/V’, 
(b) F_ V’v De/VP is dominated by F- Vi w Di/vi. 
Proof: (a) Let W’E De/V’, i.e., cl,( We) $ clJ V’). Define W’ := p’(p’-‘( We)). 
Then clA IV) $ cl,( Vi) by Proposition 5.3 and thus Wit Di/V! Furthermore for 
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each such We we have by assumption We c w’ and thus F- We c F- w’ by Appen- 
dix A&. Hence we conclude F _ De/ I/’ c F ~ Di/ v’. 
(b) Since also Fp v’ c Fp I/’ the assertion is a direct consequence of the 
proof of (a). i 
6. THE ALGORITHM DACD AND ITS VERIFICATION 
procedure DACD (input (U, F): relation scheme; 
output D: database scheme): 
begin 
D := canonical decomposition of (U, F); 
VW) 
for each V E D do 
for each A E Vdo (T(D)} 
(1) if A E ~l~_~,~( V\A) and 
(2) R(f)=cl,~,,.,,,(L(f)) for all WED’= (D\Vu (V\A), 
for allJE p’-‘( W) 
where p is the object correspondence of D 
//A and V constitute a forbidden substructure// 
(3) thenD:=(D\V)u(V\A) {T(D)}; 
{WY A Q(D)) 
determine ‘synthesized keys’ for D/l according to Theorem 5.611 
end. 
EXAMPLES. (a) U=ABCDEJ; F={f,:AB+DJ,f,:CD+AB, f3:AJ+E, 
f4: EB-, C, fs: C+ J}; then the partition of F is [F] = { {fl, f,}, {f3j, {f4}, 
{ fs} } and the canonical decomposition is Do = (ABCDJE, AJE, EBCJ, CJ}. 
Step 2 of DACD detects that E in ABCDJE constitutes a forbidden substruc- 
ture in Do, that J in ABCDJ constitutes a forbidden substructure in 
D’ := (D’\ABCDJE) u ABCDJ and that J in EBCJ constitutes a forbidden sub- 
structure in D2 := (D’\ABCDJ) u ABCD. 
Because there exist no other forbidden substructures we get 
D3 := {ABCD, AJE, EBC, CJ} as output. 
(b) U=AJEG; F={f,:AJ+E, f,:AG+E,f,:E-+G,f,:G+J}. Then 
[F] = { { fi, f,}, { f3), { f4}} and Do = {AJEG, EGJ, GJ}. Step 2 of DACD detects 
that G in AJEG constitutes a forbidden substructure in Do; and that J in EGJ con- 
stitutes a forbidden substructure in 
0’ = {AJE, EG, GJ} as output. 
D’ = (D’\AJEG) u AJE yielding 
Remark. Bernstein’s algorithm synthesizes D = { AJEG, EG, GJ} and Maier’s 
algorithm 0’. 
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(c) U=BCEH; F=(f,:EB+C,f;:CH-tE,j;:B+H,f:,;H-,B). The 
canonical decomposition is Do = {EBCH, BH}. Step 2 yields the result 
D = {EBC, BH), since H in EBCH is a forbidden substructure in Do. 
Remark. Bernstein’s and Maier’s algorithms synthesize Do; the algorithm of 
Ling, Tompa, and Kameda synthesizes D. 
We now verify the assertions claimed for DACD. 
THEOREM 6.1. T(D) is an invariant of DACD. In particular, the final value D’ qj’ 
variable D in DACD is Fd-faithful, object- faithful, and strongly normative. 
ProoJ The canonical decomposition satisfies f by Lemma 5.1. The repetition 
preserves r because of Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 5.7. 1 
THEOREM 6.2. The final value D’ qf variable D in DACD satisfies 0, i.e., D’ is in 
3NF. 
Proof: Assume indirectly that there exist a relation scheme V of D’ and an 
attribute A in V’ such that A is abnormal nonprime in v’. Since D’ satisfies r, 
Lemma 5.2, respectively, Theorem 5.11 and Lemma 5.8, imply that A and V’ have 
properties (1) and (2), i.e., A and I/’ constitute a forbidden substructure of D’. 
Then consider that stage i of the repetition in DACD where the relation scheme V’, 
respectively, the corresponding scheme v’ with V’ c v’ for the current value of D’ of 
D, are tested. According to Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 5.12, A and Vi have properties 
(1) and (2) too, and hence DACD would have deleted A from I” by statement (3) 
a contradiction to our assumption. 
THEOREM 6.3. DACD runs in time O(k”m3n3), where k = 1 [F]I, m = / UJ, n = (FI. 
Proof: The canonical decomposition can be computed in time O(mn2). The 
repetition of DACD will be executed at most km times. In order to decide property 
(1 ), respectively, property (2) we need time O(km2n2) by Appendix A6’, respec- 
tively O(k*m*n’) by Lemma 5.9. 
7. SOME EXTENSIONS OF DACD 
Remark 7.1. The first step of DACD can be changed by using any decom- 
position D such that for all [f ] E [F] the corresponding relation subscheme V 
satisfies U,, c.fl U g) u N 8) c vc CldUf )). 
Analogous to the proof of Lemma 5.1 one can show, that T(D) is true. Thus, it is 
possible to choose D for the first step of DACD. Regarding the running time it 
would be better to choose a decomposition with as few as possible attributes in the 
relation schemes. However, taking as many attributes as possible, i.e., the canonical 
decomposition, offers the greatest variety to the designer to influence the result, say 
in an interactive manner or in order to achieve additional properties as, for 
instance, acyclicity. 
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Remark 7.2. DACD can be extended, such that output (DACD) has a lossless 
join but is not necessarily object-faithful. 
In a further step, a global key (i.e., a scheme ( V, @), such that U = clF( I’)) will 
be added to the result of DACD, if one does not exist. Thus, by [2], losslessness 
will be achieved. 
Remark 7.3. DACD can be extended, such that the number of the relation 
schemes in the output D of DACD is (k’ + 1 ), where k’ is the number of equivalence 
classes of a minimal set G, that is equivalent to F. 
Meyer has shown that if there exists a redundant class [f] in F, V is a key for 
the corresponding scheme (V, Fp V) of [f ] in D (see [8,4.33]). Furthermore, 
under the requirement that D is lossless, deleting all schemes (W, F- W) in D for 
that W is a key, does not violate the properties 3NF, strongly normativeness, Fd- 
faithfulness and losslessness (see [S, 4.35-J). Combining these observations, the 
number of relation schemes can be reduced at least to (k’ + 1). 
8. CONCLUSION 
We presented a conceptually simple attributed-based design algorithm for 
relational database schemes. The output database scheme is a strongly normative, 
Fd-faithful, object-faithful, 3NF decomposition of a specified relation scheme 
(U, F), where F is a set of Fd’s. Additionally, we can achieve the lossless join 
property and minimality of the number of relation schemes. The algorithm can be 
implemented in time 0( 1 U( 3 . ) FI 6). 
APPENDIX 
AO. In a relation scheme (U, F), a set X of attributes is said to be closed if 
for every f~ F, whenever L(f) c X, we have R(f) c X [S, p. 111. 
Al. Let X, Y be arbitrary subsets of U. Then we have: 
(a) Xc c1d.X); 
(b) cld-(x) is closed; 
(c) X is closed iff X= cl,(X); 
(d) if Xc Y and Y is closed, then clA-(x)c Y; 
(e) if Xc Y, then clJX) c clF( Y); 
(f) if L(f)cX for some f~ F, then Xv R(f)ccl,(X); in particular, 
R(f) c clF(f) for every fe F [S, p. 131. 
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A2. Let F, G, and H be sets of Fd’s over U. Then we have: 
(a) If G c F then G is dominated by F. 
(b) If both G and H are dominated by F, then G u H is dominated by F. 
(c) If H is dominated by G and if G is dominated by F, then H is dominated 
by F [S, p. 191. 
A3. Let (V, G), (V, H), and (U, F) be relation schemes and let VC U. 
Then we have 
(a) (V, G) is a relation subscheme of (U, F) iff 
cl,(X) = cl&Y) n v for each XC V. 
(b) If both (V, G) and (V, H) are relation subschemes of (U, F), then G and 
H are equivalent over V. 
(c) If G= {glL(g)c V and R(g)=((cldg)-L(g))n V)}, then (V, G) is a 
relation subscheme of (U, F) [ 5, pp. 40-411. 
For ease of reference, we shall use F_ V to denote an arbitrarily chosen set of 
Fd’s over V such that (V, I;_ V) is a relation subscheme of the relation scheme 
( c! 0. 
A4. Let V, W be two subsets of U. Then we have: 
(a) cl,-,,(X) = Xu (clA-(Xn V) n V) for each XC U. 
(b) XC U is closed under Fp V iff for everyfe F whenever L(f) c cl,(Xn V), 
we have R(f) A Vc X. 
(c) If Vc W, then Fp V is dominated by F _ W (over U). In particular, Fm~ V 
is always dominated by F. 
(c) If Vc W, then (V, F~- V) is a relation subscheme of ( W, F_ W) [S, p. 441. 
Let D be a decomposition of a relation scheme (U, F) and let D’ c D. For a short 
writing, we shall denote the union of {FM VI (V, Fp V) ED’} by Fp D’. 
A5. Let D be a decomposition of a relation scheme (U, F) and let G be a 
set of Fd’s over U. Then we have: 
(a) If Fp V is dominated by G over V for each VE D, then F-. D is dominated 
by G (over U). In particular, Fp D is always dominated by F(over U). 
(b) F_ D’ is equivalent to Fp V over V for each VE D’ [S, pp. 46/47]. 
A6. Let D be a decomposition of a relation scheme (U, F). Then we have: 
XC U is closed under Fp D iff it is closed under F- V for every VE D [S, p. 481. 
Since we often compute cl,_,(X), for D’ c D, we need Appendix A6 for D’: 
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A6’. Let D be a decomposition of a relation scheme (U, F), D’ c D. Then 
we have: 
(a) Xc U is closed under Fp D’ iff it is closed under Fp V for every VE D’. 
(b) For each Xc U one can compute clFmD.(X) in time O(k’m2n2), where 
k’= [D’I, m= IUI, and n= (FI. 
Proof: (a) Follows directly by Definition 2.1 and A2(a). 
(b) Consider 
Algorithm cl ~ D’. 
repeat 
oldcl := X; 
for each fin F do 
for each V in D’ do 
if L(f) c cl,(Xn V) 
then X := Xu (R(f) n V); 
until oldcl = X. 
cl-D’ computes surely cl,_,. (X), by A4(b) and Definition 1. The repetition will be 
executed at most m = 1 UJ times, since there exist only m attributes in U. For each 
execution the if-statement will be performed IFI . (D’I = nk’ times, where the con- 
dition can be tested in time O(mn). Thus, the whole algorithm needs time 
O(k’m2n2). 1 
A7. Let (U, F) be a relation scheme and let G be any set of Fd’s over U 
which is equivalent to F. Moreover, let {Gj}i= l,,,,k be an arbitrary partition of G 
and let Vi = U ,EG,L(g)uR(g) for each in l,..., k. Then D= {(V,, Fp Vi)jie l,..., k} 
is Fd-faithful [S, p. 533. 
AS. Let A E Xc U and F a set of Fd’s over U. Then we have: If 
A E cl,(X- A), then clAX-- A) = cl,(X) [S, pp. 29-301. 
A9. Let D be a decomposition of a relation scheme (U, F). Then the follow- 
ing statements are equivalent: 
(a) D is Fd-faithful. 
(b) F is dominated by Fp D. 
(c) R(f) c ~l~-~(L(j)) for each f in F [S, p. 413. 
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